
RMail Gateway Datasheet
Automate secure outbound communication.

Expand outbound communication to the max: In 
combination with Frama RMail.

The combination of Gateway functionality and RMail features 
automates your outgoing business communication:
 ▪ Registered Receipt: Send your emails registered and 

receive a legally valid proof of content, security level, 
time and delivery status.

 ▪ Encryption: For messages that require even higher 
protection than TLS 1.3, RMail gives you the 
opportunity to send your emails (directly or through the 
filter rules) end-to-end encrypted with AES 256 Bit via 
SecurePDF.

 ▪ Preferred connect: Enforce compliance by defaulting a 
specific TLS version such as TLS 1.3. In any cases where 
this version cannot be met, RMail uses end-to-end 
encryption instead.

 ▪ Redact+: Real read receipts in combination with 
maximised security, for example limited availability 
of the transmitted information as well as redacting of 
marked information on reply or forwarding and much 
more.

 ▪ RMail functions for Track and Trace, Registered Email, 
and eSignOff are available and can be used to add 
value, integrity and enhanced functionality to your 
outbound email traffic.

RMail Gateway has been designed to automate encryption 
based on industry or workflow specific filter rules to beat 
human error and to shield your organisation against data 
breaches caused by information send unencrypted.

The patented Registered Receipt provides auditable 
proof of compliance to meet GDPR art. 5 §§1f and 2 for 
data in transit. Admin options are available to manage 
track and trace information for emails and routing of 
receipts. Security levels can be managed by filter rules for 
specific key words, subject line instructions and TLS level 
enforcement.

RMail Gateway works with any email client at recipient‘s 
end; no key exchange, no platform accounts and no links 
to click on. 
 
Highlights:
 ▪ Encrypt-all: Using this feature, all outgoing emails are 

automatically encrypted by TLS 1.2. No further clicks 
necessary.

 ▪ Encrypt for secrecy: Adds another layer of security.
 ▪ Filter rules: Using the filter rules, emails are 

automatically encrypted via pre-defined rules based 
on key words in the message or subject, recipient 
domains, or an unlimited variety of customizable rules 
and combinations.

 ▪ Highest recipient acceptance: There are no 
unnecessary, complicated steps for the recipient of 
the email, such as creating accounts. Messages can be 
opened and read directly with any email client.

1  Sender‘s email server with RMail Gateway connect
2  The email is either encrypted automatically (encrypt-all) or by the defined filter rules
3  Depending on filter rules and managed security levels, email will be send TLS or end-to-end encrypted
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RMail® and Registered Receipt™ are registered services and / or trademarks of RPost  Communication Ltd.
RPost and Registered Email technology is patented. Patent numbers may be found at www.rpost.com in the “About Company“ section. 

Frama Communications AG  Dorfstrasse 6  3438 Lauperswil  Switzerland  
T +41 34 496 98 98  frama-rmail.com

RMail Gateway in detail.

Auditable proof of compliance - Registered Receipt.
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integrity in communication.

How can RMail Gateway be integrated?

There are 3 ways to integrate the Gateway:
RMail SG Essentials: After installing the Gateway, all 
your emails are encrypted via Preferred Connect using 
enforced TLS level and/or E2E encryption.
RMail SG Plus Local or RMail SG Plus Cloud: The Gateway 
is installed locally or in the cloud, after that you can 
configure it according to your needs by defining rules 
and filters. You receive the Registered Receipt with every 
message that you send encrypted.

How much effort is required for local integration and 
establishment in the existing systems?

Email traffic is routed to RMail Gateway via a virtual 
connector. Once set up, maintenance is reduced to up-
dates to filter rules. If you use a on-premise installation, 
regular updates and maintenance of the OS and other 
services are required. 

With which mail clients and servers (such as Outlook, 
Exchange, etc.) is RMail Gateway compatible?

RMail Gateway is integrated as a virtual smart host and is 
therefore compatible with all systems.

Is a plug-in required?
No, you do not need a plugin or other additional addons 
for the use of RMail Gateway.

Where is the server for RMail Gateway as a cloud soluti-
on located?

The server is located in Germany, AWS Frankfurt / Main 
region.

By using RMail in combination with the Secure Gateway, 
you will receive the Registered Receipt, which constitutes 
a complete receipt and contains forensic information to 
prove the delivery, the content and time.

Other benefits:
 ▪ Track and Trace: The Registered Receipt provides 

lawfully obtained information about the delivery status, 
encryption level, delivery times and opening status.

 ▪ Content proof: The Receipt contains the original 
content which allows to demonstrate at any time 
what was delivered. RMail Gateway never stores any 
messages. It is a true delivery service, the sender is 
given full power over information sent.

 ▪ Time proof: Times are obtained from third party servers 
and the recipient server. No desktop times are used.

The Registered Receipt demonstrates Compliance towards 
GDPR art 5, §§1f, 2 Reseller inquiries welcome

Looking to add products and services from Frama to your 
product portfolio and store? We are interested! We do 
have special reseller pricing available.

Contact us via email or phone and we will get back to you 
as soon as we can.


